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EXTREME
SPEARFISHING

By Open Water Extreme
Adventures Ltd.

Monster
Dogtooth
Tuna Hunt

LATHAM ISLAND, TANZANIA
The setting was as close to perfect as can be; calm seas, warm water, unbelievable visibility, blue skies, great
accommodation and food, a good boat, an experienced and knowledgeable guide, and three divers hunting
monster Dogtooth Tuna. Here is what happened.............
It was warm sunny Saturday

wary signs of the journey to get there

afternoon and I made my way through the quickly evaporated from the guys.
mad Dar es Salaam afternoon traffic to

After a tasty evening meal based on

the airport to collect Alistair, Allen, and

meat and the guys being told that the

Cameron. They were arriving from South

kitchen needed fresh fish for the coming

Africa for a 7 day spear fishing charter.

days, it was early to bed but mostly a

Within minutes of my arrival we
packed the car with all the gear and
headed off for the one hour drive to the

restless night with expectations of the
next day.
The first spear fishing day started

bungalows I arranged for the guys,

with an early healthy breakfast based on

located on 40 acres of wild seafront land

fresh fruit, cereals of various kinds, and

that is the closest point on the Tanzanian

coffee. The sun was shining and

mainland to Latham Island, the pristine

conditions were perfect. We boarded

hunting grounds we were targeting

Wave Dancer, our 25’ centre console, at

monster Dogtooth Tuna on during the

09:00 hrs and headed for the Latham

upcoming six days.

Island fishing grounds on a calm sea and

On arrival, the view of the ocean was

under a cloudless blue sky. Within 1 hr.

mesmerizing and as I had picked one of

and 15 min. we were at the southern

the best periods of the year to run this

point of Latham, where we immediately

charter, sea conditions were perfect. The

started our hunt for the famed monster

guys were immediately energized and all

Dogtooth Tuna.
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A pristine setting.....
Fourty acres of pristine
beachfront property was the
location of our stay throughout
the trip. Palmnut Vultures and
Fish Eagles frequented the tree
tops and skies, while elephant,
water buck, and buffalo roamed
the nearby forests.

DAY 1; GETTING TO KNOW LATHAM
ISLAND

Within the first few drifts, we
were on the spot with
hundreds of big Dogtooth
Tuna swimming below us.
The water temperature was
between 27 and 28 degrees Celsius
and visibility was no less than 40
m. With the current coming from
the south, I lowered the guys in the
water for several drifts that took
them right into the baitfish filled
ledge where the Dogtooth Tuna
would be. Several Wahoo were
immediately seen in the clear water,
lurking just off the thick schools of
Rainbow Runner and Unicorn Fish.
Allen was first to spear a fish and
land a Wahoo of approximately 13
kgs.

MANY?’ was the first response.
‘HUNDREDS...’ was the answer I
heard across the water.....we were
on the spot!
What followed for the rest of
the day was a cat and mouse game
between us and the Dogtooth Tuna.
Cameron saw them pretty much on
every drift and had several
unsuccessful shots at them. There
were many, large schools of them,
with big individuals amongst them.
From my experience, the average
size Dogtooth Tuna there is of
between 40 kg and 60 kg in size,
with a smaller majority being
smaller and bigger than average
size.
Cameron lost a few that he
considered were well over the

Within a few drifts of diving

largest Dogtooth we landed during

among large schools of baitfish,

the trip, 65 kg. One whole break-

seeing some elusive Wahoo, and

away rig was lost on the first day to

Giant Trevally that we were not

a large Dogtooth Tuna. I took some

targeting, a much awaited shout

time to savor the moment; we were

broke the silence over the water;

25 nm offshore, diving in warm

‘DOGGIES, DOGGIES...‘ ‘HOW

tropical Indian Ocean waters, on a

Latham
Island; pristine
monster Dogtooth
Tuna hunting
grounds
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The first day saw us loosing an
entire break-away rig to a large
Dogtooth Tuna.
pristine reef, with water visibility that a
spearo’s dreams are made of, and diving
among large schools of large Dogtooth
Tuna. There was no question about it; we
were privileged to be there and to see such
fish in such conditions.

spearing three, with two of them breaking
his personal best for the species one after
the other. Visibility was nearing 50 m and
several more Wahoo were seen, along with
many Giant Trevally, large Napoleon
Wrasses, Malabar Groupers, and many
more interesting fish.
Come early afternoon we headed for
the Dogtooth Tuna spot. The current
direction had changed from the previous

The first day ended with no Dogtooth

day, but after adjusting our drifts and

on the boat and Cameron closing the day

spearing a small one for dinner on our

with another smallish Wahoo. That first

second drift, we were quickly onto the spot

day provided lots to talk about in the

diving in water nearing 50 m visibility and

evening as we dined, exhausted from the

28 degrees Celsius, with lots of Rainbow

full day of diving, on a fabulous soup, fresh

Runner and Unicorn Fish as our tell-tales

Wahoo pasta, and vegetables. It was then

on where to dive for the Dogtooth.

early to bed to prepare for an early start the

Alistair took his first shot at a Dogtooth

next morning, with dreams of better

after holding back several times the

success with the Dogtooth Tuna.

previous day, making sure he had a sure

We spent the first part of the second

shot. His fish put up a strong fight as

day actually getting onto Latham Island

these fish do, but was subdued and in

and walking among the thousands of

hand with screams of joy. As this 48 kg

nesting birds the island is home to. It was

fish was being fought, another similar size

undoubtedly a scene out of a National

Dogtooth had been speared with a lateral

Geographic documentary. We then dived

line kill shot and was subdued within

the ledge close to the island for the first

minutes. This second fish weighed 49 kg

part of the morning. Allen had good luck

and that was an epic end to another epic

with the Wahoo, seeing several and

day.

40 m - 50 m
viz was the
order of the day
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PROGRESSIVE CATCHES

I HEARD; ‘DOGGIES!
DOGGIES!’ AND WE
WERE INTO THEM!

Day three ended with an evening of world class Dogtooth sushi and sashimi
Needless to say dinner talk that
evening was even more exciting but
relaxed than that at the end of the first
day of diving. We had shot our first
Dogtooth Tuna, ‘broken the ice’ so

fabulous meal based on grilled Dogtooth
Tuna.
The rest of the trip followed a similar
trend. We dived different spots each
morning hunting different fish

to speak, thus releasing the
pressure of possibly failing
to do so despite such ideal
conditions. One never
knows how the next day
might turn out. The weather

while saving the afternoons for

Fresh
Dogtooth Tuna
Sushi and
Sashimi

might change, the fish might

hunting Dogtooth Tuna,
when they were seemingly
more prolific. The third day
resulted in a nice 22 kg
Wahoo, a few other smaller

Wahoo, and the biggest fish of

move; anything can happen making it

the trip; a 65 kg Dogtooth Tuna. A few

more urgent to get your fish when the

fish were speared and lost and one small

opportunity arises. We enjoyed another
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WORLD CLASS DIVING!
Large pods of common and spinner dolphins
were seen throughout our trip
Dogtooth Tuna was speared on the

monster,’ after which he took

premise of an amazing sushi and sashimi

my Rob Allen Carbon Rail

evening. A professional sushi chef was

Tuna 140 gun I offered him

brought in to prepare a fabulous raw fish

and promptly speared and

evening that would have kept any sushi

landed a 46 kg fish on the very

restaurant around the world wanting.

next drift. A large sailfish

Fresh Dogtooth Tuna sushi and sashimi

estimated at over 40

prepared out in the middle of nowhere! It

kg was seen that

was awesome.

day by Allen,

Diving conditions kept improving

his third

Despite every day’s diving conditions
being seemingly impossible to improve
on, the diving for the remainder of the trip
seemed to get better and better.
Cameron speared and landed his first
ever Dogtooth Tuna on day four, while
Allen continued to decimate the local
Wahoo population. Nothing to worry
about though, as there seemed to be an

sailfish
sighting of
the trip, along

Cameron
Condie with his
46 kg Dogtooth
Tuna

with several
Wahoo, but it was
Cameron’s Dogtooth Tuna that
made the day.

Last Day at Latham
The last day saw a group

endless supply of Wahoo coming in. A

of wary divers feeling the

few large Wahoo in the range of 30 kg

fatigue of five straight days of

were seen but were too elusive to spear.

diving no less than six hours a

Large Giant Trevally, with one individual

day. Conditions had

estimated at around 70 kg, were

deteriorated a little in the morning with

constantly seen swimming up to our

some rain showers and wind coming in

flashers. We dived with Bull Sharks on

from the south east, probably a result of a

most days, but they were docile until we

tropical cyclone hitting Madagascar a few

tried chumming on day four. We quickly

days earlier.

stopped chumming after that.

Cameron Spears his first big
Dogtooth Tuna
Day five was the day Cameron
speared his first good size Dogtooth
Tuna. On a previous dive he speared and
lost another fish he estimated to be ‘a

Basic Latham Island
Facts

A few Wahoo were seen in the
morning but none taken. The diving
along the east coast of Latham was
spectacular, with large schools of up to
100 Giant Trevally seen, along with many
Big Eye Trevally, Barracuda, Napoleon
Wrasses, and many more. The afternoon
saw a few opportunities lost with a large
offshore species rarely seen close to the
mainland. Due to its offshore location, the
Latham Island ecosystem supports rich

Latham Island is a pristine marine

marine life that includes large numbers of

ecosystem situated approximately 25 nm

predatory fish species such as Wahoo,

off the Tanzanian mainland, between the

Billfish, Yellofin Tuna, Giant Trevally, and

islands of Unguja (Zanzibar) and Mafia.

the mighty Dogtooth Tuna.

Wahoo estimated at over 30 kg not taken
due to a safety catch being on, missed
shots on Dogtooth Tuna, and a good size
individual lost when it scraped the bottom
and cut the line.
We returned to shore with only a
single Wahoo, but laden with countless
memories of having come, seen, and
conquered; True, we did not spear the
monster Dogtooth Tuna, but we certainly
did see them and came pretty close;
thank you Latham Island for having given
us what you gave. See you next time.

About our Latham Island trips;
• We offer only four yearly exclusive tailor
made spear and sport fishing charters
to Latham Island.
• Trips specialize in Dogtooth Tuna and
are organized during best times for
good weather and the presence of
Dogtooth Tuna.

Latham Island is home to thousands of

Contact us to know how you can join

migrating sea birds, many of them

one of our epic Latham Island trips in 2010
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LATHAM 2010

Extreme Spearfishing
Alistair
and Eric with
two nice
Dogtooth Tuna

LATHAM ISLAND 2010

October 30th -November
6th

CONTACT US

OWEA will run four
extreme spearfishing
charters to Latham
Island in 2010.

November 13th - 20th

Places for 2010 are
limited to 12 divers
in four groups of
three. Book now for
an opportunity at
spearing one of
Latham’s monster
Dogtooth Tuna in
2010. Click here for
a sample itinerary

TENTATIVE DATES ARE:
February 20th - 27th
March 6th - 13th
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LATHAM SPEARFISHING
Latham spearfishing
is reserved for those
looking for exclusive
diving in a group of
no more than three
divers.

